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Evidence from Mozambique. 

We analyze the impact of urbanization on the evolution of energy poverty patterns in 

Mozambique. Energy poverty is generally understood as the lack of access to modern energy 

services that are essential to improving quality of life and fostering economic development. 

Economic development goes together with increased urbanization, and as people urbanize their 

patterns of energy consumption change. What does this imply for the spatial distribution of 

energy poverty over time? To answer this question, we examine changes in household energy 

consumption behavior in Mozambique between 2002 and 2015 under influence of increasing 

population density. We do so by exploring spatial variation in household data from several 

national household surveys as well as a recent own survey for the capital city Maputo, using 

index decomposition and regression techniques. We measure energy poverty in terms of 

expenditure share, consumption quantities and access to modern energy fuels. We find that for 

all these three dimensions, energy poverty incidence levels in urban areas are lower than in rural 

areas. Also, we find that over time – and especially in urban areas – energy poverty is generally 

decreasing in terms of consumption quantities and access to modern energy fuels, while 

increasing in terms of energy expenditure shares. This indeed supports the existence of a gradual 

transition from traditional to modern energy fuel use that typically comes with economic 

development, and which is first manifested in cities. However, and most importantly, we also 

find that this energy transition is non-linear in population density. Most notably, it appears that if 

densities rise, energy poverty levels in terms of expenditure share first increase and then fall, 

while the opposite is true for energy poverty measured in terms of consumption quantities. These 

(inverted) U-shaped relationships between energy poverty and population density have not been 

documented before but are in line with existing evidence on urbanization of poverty in Africa. If 

densities increase as cities grow, urban people appear to face a trade-off between the different 

dimensions of energy poverty. Consequently, increased urbanization in Africa may lead to a 

temporary or even permanent increase in urban energy poverty rates.


